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Introduction

This dissertation consists of three papers related to different strands of the empirical eco-

nomics literature: short-term prediction of macroeconomic fluctuations, the expectations

channel of monetary policy, and job loss and inter-industry wage differentials.

While the papers contribute to seemingly separate fields within the literature, they

share some common features. First, all three articles use alternative or micro-level data

sources to address macro-level questions. The first paper uses unstructured textual data,

the second paper uses a novel nationally representative survey of firms, and the third paper

uses rich administrative records. Second, the first two papers both relate to expectation

formation in macroeconomics. Particularly, the first paper casts light on the role of the

media in the expectation formation process of economic agents. The second paper over-

comes a major obstacle in the literature, namely the lack of data on firms’ expectations,

by eliciting a novel, large, and nationally representative survey of firms. Third, the last

two papers use modern identification techniques to address endogeneity. In the second

paper, I use high-frequency financial market data to identify monetary policy surprises,

while the third paper relies on mass layoffs to identify displacement, i.e., job loss.

The three papers of the dissertation are:

1. News media versus FRED-MD for macroeconomic forecasting

2. The expectations channel of monetary policy: Evidence from Norwegian firms

3. Lost in transition? Earnings losses of displaced petroleum workers

News media versus FRED-MD for macroeconomic forecasting

In the first paper of the thesis, written together with Vegard H. Larsen and Leif Anders

Thorsrud, we investigate the forecasting performance of newspaper articles in a macroe-

conomic setting. Our measure of news data comes from the Dow Jones Newswire Archive,

consisting of 22.5 million news articles. To convert the raw unstructured textual data into

something dense and interpretable, we employ the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic

model to extract 80 topics from the corpus, covering a broad set of economic narratives.

The topics are then transformed into monthly time series measuring how much the media

reports on the different topics across time.
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2 INTRODUCTION

We focus on nowcasting and short-term predictions of US GDP, consumption, and

investment growth and leverage the news data’s large scope to evaluate more than two

decades of out-of-sample forecasting performance. In particular, we run a horse race com-

paring news data’s forecast performance to traditional economic statistics’ performance.

The latter is represented by the ”industry standard” in the newer forecasting literature,

namely the FRED-MD dataset. To form predictions, we combine and apply off-the-shelf

but state-of-the-art Machine Learning and econometric forecasting techniques. The un-

restricted MIDAS bridges the frequency gap between the quarterly outcome variables

and the monthly predictors, while the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator

(LASSO), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and the Random Forest (RF) handle

the high dimensionality of the predictive problem and potential non-linearities.

Our results suggest that the news data contains information not captured by the

hard economic indicators and that the news-based data are particularly informative for

forecasting consumption developments. Moreover, we document clear patterns suggesting

that news data performs relatively better for one- and two-quarter ahead predictions than

for nowcasting and that news-based predictions tend to improve upon the predictions

made using hard economic indicators in times of economic turmoil, such as during and

after the Great Recession. Lastly, we show that the narrative realism of the news-based

approach is good and that the news-based predictors are more short-lived and sparse

relative to the hard-based predictors.

The direction of the existing literature has evolved around using advances in economet-

ric techniques to leverage the qualities of traditional economic data to improve short-term

forecasting performance (Aastveit et al., 2014; Ghysels et al., 2004; Giannone et al., 2008;

Stock and Watson, 2002). However, less attention has been given to new and alternative

data sources (Varian, 2014). We contribute to the growing literature entertaining text

as data in economics (see Gentzkow et al., 2019 for an overview) by performing the first

in-depth out-of-sample forecasting comparison experiment with news and the much-used

FRED-MD dataset. Accordingly, all our results are new in the literature and establish

several ”stylized facts.”

The expectations channel of monetary policy:

Evidence from Norwegian firms

In the second paper of the thesis, I study how monetary policy announcements influence

the expectations of price setters. There is a widespread belief that the expectations chan-

nel is important for the transmission of monetary policy (Woodford, 2005). However,

although important from a theoretical perspective, it has received limited attention in the

literature. One reason for this lack of focus is the scarcity of data on firms’ expectations.

To cite Coibion et al. (2020), ”. . . available surveys of firms’ expectations are systemat-
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ically deficient, which can only be addressed through the creation of large, nationally

representative surveys of firms.”

I overcome this challenge by eliciting a novel and rich survey of Norwegian firms’

expectations. The Regional Network is a quarterly, nationally representative survey of

firms conducted by Norges Bank. Moreover, building on the influential work of Gürkaynak

et al. (2005), I use high-frequency financial market data to identify unexpected changes

in the current policy rate and the future path of monetary policy, respectively.

I provide two main insights. First, firms respond to unexpected changes in the current

policy rate by revising expectations about price pressure, output and employment growth,

and labor market tightness downward. The results are both statistically and economically

significant. Second, following an unexpected tightening in the future path of monetary

policy, firms expect higher output growth. While the first result is in line with the

predictions of the New Keynesian model, the second provides support for the information

effect of monetary policy. Overall, the evidence suggests that monetary policy operates

partly through the expectations channel of price setters and highlights the role of the

different actions used by central banks.

I contribute to the literature in two ways. First, I add to the literature studying

how firms respond to monetary policy surprises (Boneva et al., 2016; Enders et al., 2019;

Eminidou and Zachariadis, 2022) by investigating a broader set of sectors and variables.

Second, I relate to the growing literature emphasizing the information effects of monetary

policy (Campbell et al., 2012; Nakamura and Steinsson, 2018; Andrade and Ferroni, 2021;

Jarociński and Karadi, 2020; Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco, 2021). While this literature

has emphasized the response of professional forecasters and the stock market, I show that

the information effect is also present when looking at the expectations of price setters in

the economy, i.e., firms.

Lost in transition?

Earnings losses of displaced petroleum workers

The third paper of the thesis, written together with Caroline Espegren, studies the in-

teraction between job loss and a persistent sectoral shock. The main motivation of the

paper is the ongoing structural transformation in fossil fuel-producing economies due to

the green transition. This transition entails reallocation costs, which partly depend on

the labor market outcomes of displaced, and potentially reallocated, workers in the fossil

fuel industry (Walker, 2013).

Specifically, we estimate the earnings losses of displaced petroleum workers and, im-

portantly, the underlying drivers. We do this by utilizing rich administrative data from a

major petroleum producer, Norway, coupled with an event study framework. Particularly,

we exploit the large, unexpected, and exogenous to Norway drop in oil prices in 2014 as



4 INTRODUCTION

a natural experiment. As markets expected oil prices to stay at a lower level for a long

time, the price drop induced a substantial reallocation of labor away from the petroleum

industry.

To set the stage, we document large earnings premiums in the petroleum industry

relative to non-petroleum industries. This suggests a substantial rent-sharing between

capital owners and workers in the petroleum industry, consistent with theories of non-

competitive rent (Krueger and Summers, 1988).

We make two key contributions to the literature on job loss and inter-industry wage

differentials. First, we document that displaced petroleum workers suffer large and per-

sistent earnings losses. Importantly, we show that the earnings losses are largely con-

centrated on workers moving to other industries, creating substantial heterogeneity in

earnings outcomes. Second, we decompose the earnings losses into industry-specific ef-

fects and worker-industry match effects. The evidence suggests that the major driver of

long-term earnings losses is the loss of industry premiums, while worker-industry match

effects are negligible. Accordingly, the major driver of the heterogeneous responses in

earnings is that workers staying or moving back to the petroleum industry keep partic-

ipating in the favorable rent-sharing, while workers reallocating to other industries do

not.

To summarize, the three papers of the thesis employ alternative or micro-level data

combined with economic theory and modern econometric techniques to address macro-

level questions. As a result, the thesis provides new knowledge about important questions

in the field of economics.
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Summary

Using a unique dataset of 22.5 million news articles from the Dow Jones

Newswires Archive, we perform an in depth real-time out-of-sample forecast-

ing comparison study with one of the most widely used data sets in the newer

forecasting literature, namely the FRED-MD dataset. Focusing on US GDP,

consumption and investment growth, our results suggest that the news data

contains information not captured by the hard economic indicators, and that

the news-based data are particularly informative for forecasting consumption

developments.

KEYWORDS

Forecasting, Machine Learning, News, Real-time, Text data

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last decades advances in econometric techniques have substantially improved short-term forecasting perfor-
mance in economics (Aastveit et al., 2014; Ghysels et al., 2004; Giannone et al., 2008; Stock & Watson, 2002). However,
while much research has leveraged the qualities of traditional economic data to construct new and better models, less
attention has been given to new and alternative data sources (Varian, 2014).

In this paper, we use a unique corpus of 22.5 million news articles from theDow JonesNewswires Archiveto perform an in
depth real-time out-of-sample (OOS) macroeconomic forecasting comparison study with what has become the “industry
standard” in the newer forecasting literature, namely the FRED-MD dataset. This dataset is compiled by McCracken and
Ng (2016), contains real-time vintages (from 1999) of over 100 monthly (leading) economic indicators, and builds upon the
seminal contribution by Stock and Watson (1989), and the literature that followed, using large datasets for macroeconomic
forecasting and monitoring.

Intuitively, what we simply denote as news data has several appealing features compared to traditional (hard) economic
statistics. First, news data is available at a high frequency allowing forecasts to be updated without a time-lag, which is
often an issue when working with traditional economic data (Giannone et al., 2008). Second, the news covers a broad set of
topics and thus provide a narrative about economy-wide developments (Larsen & Thorsrud, 2018). In contrast, traditional
high-frequency economic data mostly covers financial markets. These are important markets, but their predictive power
for macroeconomic developments have been proven to be unstable (Stock & Watson, 2003). Third, from an informational
perspective, one could argue that news data potentially provides a better description of the information agents, at least
households, actually have when forming expectations (Larsen et al., 2021). Thus, as expectations translate into outcomes,
using news might be beneficial. Likewise, news data might capture stories and developments that are not easily measured

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs License, which permits use and distribution in any medium,

provided the original work is properly cited, the use is non-commercial and no modifications or adaptations are made.

© 2021 The Authors. Journal of Applied Econometrics published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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ELLINGSEN ET AL.

by traditional economic data, for example, politics and uncertainty (Baker et al., 2016), making it a useful supplement
for capturing the complexity of expectations (Sims, 2003). In addition, news data are not subject to revisions which often
influence forecasting performance negatively when using traditional economic statistics (Croushore & Stark, 2001).1

Still, the raw news data is textual, unstructured, and high-dimensional. In economics, the most prevalent way of turning
this type of data into quantitative time series has been to use dictionary- or Boolean-based techniques (Bholat et al., 2015).
These methods essentially searches through the text and counts specific words. This has been shown to work well when
one knows exactly what to search for, but is less suited when the underlying signal might be multifaceted, as here. For
this reason, we decompose the text data into something relatively small, dense, and interpretable, using a Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA; Blei et al., 2003) topic model.

The LDA is one of the most popular topic models in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) literature, and treats articles
as a mixture of topics, and topics as a mixture of words. It automatically classifies text in much the same manner as humans
would (Chang et al., 2009) and is also proposed as a valuable tool in recent economic research using text as data, including,
for example, business cycle and monetary policy analysis (Hansen & McMahon, 2016; Hansen et al., 2018; Larsen &
Thorsrud, 2019; Thorsrud, 2018).2 Compared to many other NLP methods, and despite being an unsupervised algorithm,
the LDA has the attractive feature of delivering interpretable output. Thus, the narrative realism of the approach can be
validated since the topics have narrative content.

In total, we extract 80 topics from the corpus. These topics cover a broad set of economic narratives, ranging from politics
and trade to finance and health, and are transformed into monthly time series measuring how much the media reports
on the different topics across time. For example, if something newsworthy happens in the oil market, the hypothesis is
that oil market related topics spike relative to the other topics and that this variation across time can be informative about
current and future economic developments.

We focus on nowcasting (Banbura et al., 2011) and short-term predictions of quarterly US GDP, consumption, and
investment growth, and leverage the news data's large scope to evaluate more than two decades of OOS performance.

To form predictions, off the shelf, but state-of-the-art, Machine Learning (ML) and econometric forecasting techniques
are combined and applied. The unrestricted MIDAS (Foroni et al., 2015; Ghysels et al., 2004) is used to bridge the fre-
quency gap between the quarterly outcome variables and the monthly predictors, while the Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO; Tibshirani, 1996), Principal Component Analysis (PCA; Stock & Watson, 1989), and the
Random Forest (RF; Breiman, 2001) are used to handle the high dimensionality of the predictive problem and potential
non-linearities.

The forecasting horse-race design is simple. First, separate models with either the news or hard economic data are
estimated, and then their OOS point forecasting accuracy is evaluated ex post. Next, to mimic a more realistic forecasting
process, simple forecast combination schemes and aggregated models, including all the data, are considered. To avoid
look-ahead biases, all experiments are conducted using real-time data, and the LDA is only estimated using data from an
initial training sample. To facilitate the comparison with the FRED-MD data, all the predictors are recorded on a monthly
basis, although the news data has the potential benefit of being available on a higher frequency.

We reach three main conclusions: First, relative to the hard economic indicators, the news data has a (significant) lower
forecast error variance when predicting consumption developments, but is inferior in terms of predicting investment
developments. For GDP, we do not find any statistically significant differences between the two datasets. Likewise, when
optimally combining forecasts recursively throughout the evaluation sample, without the benefit of ex post knowing the
best data, the models containing news-based predictors consistently obtain a higher weight than the models containing
hard economic indicators, at least when predicting GDP and consumption growth.

Second, consistent with the view that news affects economic agent's expectations about the future (Larsen et al., 2021),
the news data seems to be more forward-looking than the hard economic indicators. The best performance of the news
data relative to the hard economic indicators, for example, is obtained when doing one-quarter ahead consumption pre-
dictions. It is also a general pattern that the news-data is more informative in the beginning of any given quarter, when
little hard economic information is available, than toward the end of the quarter.

Third, we find that the news-based predictors are more short-lived and sparse relative to the hard-based predictors. Still,
the narrative realism of the news-based predictive approach is good. For example, on average across the evaluation sample,

1 The news data also has a clear benefit over other high-frequency alternative data sources, such as social media or Internet search volume, whose usage
might lead to unreliable inference because long time series for such data do not exist (Lazer et al., 2014).
2 Similar in spirit to the earlier work by Larsen and Thorsrud (2019) and Thorsrud (2018), Bybee et al. (2019) also apply the LDA to describe how news
data can provide meaningful signals about economic developments in the United States.
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topics related to Personal finance, Health care, and Bond market all receive a high weight when predicting consumption
developments.

This analysis speaks to a growing literature entertaining text as data in economics (see Gentzkow et al., 2019 for an
overview) and a large economic (short-term) forecasting literature. The work most closely related to ours are recent
research by Ulbricht et al. (2017), Ardia et al. (2019), and Kalamara et al. (2020). They propose and test (news) text-based
(sentiment) indicators for economic forecasting, and focus on predicting developments in industrial production and other
macroeconomic variables in Germany, the United States, and the United Kingdom, respectively.

We contribute along several dimensions: First, we contribute by performing the first in depth OOS forecasting compar-
ison experiment with news and the much used FRED-MD dataset. Accordingly, all our results are new in the literature
and establishes several “stylized facts.” These are not only useful for future research on the topic but also relevant for prac-
titioners wanting to improve short-term forecasting performance. We show, for example, that when something abrupt
happens and expectations change rapidly, like during and after the Great Recession episode, the value of news seems
especially high relative to the hard economic indicators. In contrast, when evaluating the news-based performance to pub-
licly available soft data (Giannone et al., 2009) in the form of the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF), we find little
evidence suggesting that the news-based predictions constructed here are superior. From a cost benefit perspective, this
might make the usage of news topics less attractive. Still, the news-based data is available at a much higher frequency than
typical soft data, and although we deliberately have not utilized this property in this article, related research suggests that
the news-based signal-to-noise ratio remains solid when increasing the sampling frequency (Larsen & Thorsrud, 2018;
Thorsrud, 2018).

By using ML techniques to form predictions our analysis also relates to recent research by Medeiros et al. (2019) and
Babii et al. (2020). Whereas Medeiros et al. (2019) use the FRED-MD dataset to compare ML models for inflation forecast-
ing, we focus on the (textual) news versus hard economic data dimension when forecasting National Account Statistics.
Interestingly, our study complement theirs in terms of documenting that the (news-based) RF method is better than both
the LASSO and the PCA across nearly all outcome variables and forecasting horizons. In contrast, Babii et al. (2020) pro-
pose a new sparse-group LASSO estimator, and show that it performs favorably compared to other alternatives, especially
when combined with using text as data, when nowcasting US GDP growth.

Finally, our analysis casts light on the role of the media in the expectation formation process of economic agents. This
has been a relatively unexplored field in (macro)economics, but studies by, for example, Carroll (2003), Nimark and
Pitschner (2019), and Larsen et al. (2021), show how the media channel might be important both in practice and in
theory. In particular, under the assumption that consumption and investment decisions are mostly done by households
and professionals, respectively, our results are consistent with Larsen et al. (2021) who find that news has good predictive
power for households' inflation expectations, but much less so for expectations among professional forecasters.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the data and the LDA. Section 3 describes the
models and experiment used for prediction and evaluation, while Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 concludes.

2 DATA

In the following the news data and how these are transformed into time series objects are presented. We describe the
outcome variables, the hard-based economic indicators, and provide simple descriptive statistics comparing the two
datasets.

2.1 News data and topics

The news data consists of news articles from the Dow Jones Newswires Archive (DJ) for the period January 1985 to April
2020. The unique feature with this corpus, that is, the text and articles, is its coverage in terms of time span and the broad
scope of news reported. In total we have access to roughly 22.5 million news articles and over 1.5 million unique terms. All
text is business-focused and written in English and covers a large range of Dow Jones's news services, including content
from The Wall Street Journal. The Dow Jones company is one of the leading international providers of business news,
while The Wall Street Journal is one of the largest newspapers in the United States in terms of circulation and naturally
leaves a large footprint in the US media landscape.

The textual data is high-dimensional and unstructured. This makes statistical computations challenging. Therefore,
as is common in the NLP literature, the news corpus is cleaned prior to estimation. We remove stop-words, conduct
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stemming, and apply term frequency—inverse document frequency calculations. A more detailed description of these

steps is given in Appendix SD.

The cleaned text corpus is decomposed into news topics using a LDA model (Blei et al., 2003). The LDA is an unsu-

pervised model that clusters words into topics, which are distributions over words, while at the same time classifying

articles as mixtures of topics. It is one of the most popular topic algorithms in the NLP literature and used here because

of its simplicity, because it has proven to classify text in much the same manner as humans would do (Chang et al., 2009),

and because it delivers interpretable output. For these reasons it has also been one of the most widely used NLP algo-

rithms in recent economic applications (Dybowski & Adämmer, 2018; Hansen & McMahon, 2016; Hansen et al., 2018;

Larsen, 2021; Larsen & Thorsrud, 2017).

From a forecasting perspective, it is worth noting that the LDA shares many features with latent (Gaussian) factor mod-

els used with success in conventional economic forecasting applications, but with factors (representing topics) constrained

to live in the simplex and fed through a multinomial likelihood at the observation equation. Appendix SB provides a brief

description on how the LDA is implemented here, while Blei (2012) provides a nice layman introduction to topic mod-

eling in general and more technical expositions of the LDA approach can be found in, for example, Blei et al. (2003) and

Griffiths and Steyvers (2004).

How many topics to extract when estimating the LDA is a choice variable, just as deciding how many factors to use in

conventional exploratory factor analysis. We use 80 topics in the main analysis, and discuss how our results are robust to

other choices in Section 4.5.

Finally, the output of the LDA topic decomposition is transformed into time series. The LDA produces two outputs; one

distribution of topics for each article in the corpus, and one distribution of words for each of the topics. Using the former

distributions, each day in the sample is given a topic weight, measuring how much each topic is written about on that

particular day. Thus, while the time series will sum to one on any given day, they can vary substantially in terms of their

relative weights across time. Our simple hypothesis is that this variation across time can be informative about current

and future economic developments. To align the frequency of topic observations to those available for the FRED-MDdata,

these statistics are then aggregated to a monthly frequency using the mean of the daily weights.

To build intuition, Figure 1 illustrates the output from the above steps for six of the 80 topics. A full list of the estimated

topics is given in Table SA2. The LDA topic distributions are illustrated using word clouds. A bigger font illustrates a higher

probability for the terms. As the LDA estimation procedure does not give the topics any name, labels are subjectively given

to each topic based on the most important terms associated with each topic. How much each topic is written about at any

given point in time is illustrated in the graphs below each word cloud. Since the time series in the graphs are normalized,

they should be read as follows: Progressively more positive (negative) values means the media writes more (less) than on

average about this topic.

To help interpretation, one could also interpret each topic as belonging to clusters of higher order abstractions, like,

politics, technology, etc. This is illustrated in Figure SA1, where a clustering algorithm has been used to group the topics

into broader categories. For example, the Korea, China, and Trade topics are automatically grouped together, making it

apparent that these news types are related to trade and East-Asia. As news stories and narratives are not based on only

one topic, viewing them as belonging to higher order abstraction like this can be useful.

2.2 Outcomes and hard economic variables

The outcome variables are monthly real-time vintages of real GDP (GDP), real personal consumption expenditures (Con-

sumption) and real gross private domestic nonresidential investment (Investment), obtained from the ALFRED (ArchivaL

Federal Reserve Economic Data) real-time database maintained by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (Croushore &

Stark, 2001). By institutional convention, the first release of a given quarter is published in the second month of the sub-

sequent quarter and revisions two and three are published in the following months. Prior to estimation, all the outcome

variables are transformed to quarterly percentage (log) growth rates.

Monthly real-time economic predictors are obtained from the same source and contains data from theFRED-MDdataset

defined by McCracken and Ng (2016). Both the outcome variables and the FRED-MD variables are collected to span

the same time period as the news data, that is, January 1985 to April 2020. The FRED-MD dataset is one of the most

widely used in the newer forecasting literature and the vintage published in April 2020 contains well over 100 monthly
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FIGURE 1 Topic distributions and time series. For each topic, the size of a word in the word cloud reflects the probability of this word

occurring in the topic. Each word cloud only contains a subset of all the most important words in the topic distribution. Topic labels are

subjectively given. The topic time series are linearly detrended and normalized. January 1985 to April 2020

(leading) economic indicators. This includes output, consumption, and income statistics, labor market data, housing data,

money, credit, and interest rates, prices, and stock market indicators. The data is transformed following the transformation

scheme used in Medeiros et al. (2019). Table SA1 provides the details. Each monthly real-time vintage contains data that

was available by the end of that month, but with potential missing values due to differences in the release calendar across

variables. That is, the real-time FRED-MD dataset is unbalanced and contains so-called ragged-edges. If a given variable

does not exist for an earlier vintage or time period, or has missing data, the series from the first succeeding vintage that

contains the variable is used and truncated such that the variable follows the same release pattern as usual. Similarly, the

real-time vintage version of the FRED-MD dataset only goes back to 1999, and we construct pseudo-real-time vintages for

the pre 1999 periods using the same logic as above for variables and vintages with missing data.

2.3 Descriptive statistics

In terms of simple descriptive statistics, and using the final vintage of the FRED-MD data, Figure 2 shows that there are

noticeable differences between the news- and hard-based time series data. As a group, the news topic time series tend to

be more negatively skewed compared to the hard-based data, and, as seen from the kurtosis plot, the news-based data is

by far much more outlier-prone. The news data also tend to be much less auto-correlated than the hard-based data.
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FIGURE 2 Descriptive statistics. The box plots report skewness, kurtosis and the first-order auto-correlation, where the skewness and

kurtosis of the normal distribution is defined to be 0. On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of

the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the remaining data points excluding outliers, which are

plotted individually using the + symbol. The correlation image reports the largest (negative/positive) correlation among variables within the

8 and 20 subgroups of the FRED-MD and DJ datasets, respectively, where the news topic subgroups are constructed using a hierarchical

agglomerative clustering algorithm (Figure SA1)

Still, although the datasets differ in terms of simple descriptive statistics, they share some narrative plausible cor-

relation patterns. This is illustrated in the correlation image in Figure 2. For readability, the graph shows the largest

(negative/positive) correlation between the news- and hard-based data within the higher order groups they belong to,

where the FRED-MD group names are given by the structure of the database and the news topic subgroups are those

discussed above, see also Table SA1 and Figure SA1. The statistics show that the correlation between news topics and

hard-based variables in the Labor market, Housing, and Stock market groups tend to be especially high. Variables in the

former group, for example, have a fairly high positive/negative correlation with news topics related to Personal finance,

Investing, Politics, and Health, whereas hard-based housing and stock market variables are most strongly positively

correlated with topics in the Housing and Politicsclusters, respectively. In contrast, the correlation between news top-

ics and hard-based variables related to Money and credit, Retail and consumption, and Output and income tend to

be low.
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Finally, the box plots in the lower left corner of the figure shows that it is more common that the news-based data
Granger causes the hard-based once than vice versa.3 For example, on average a news topic Granger causes almost 40%
of the hard-based variables, whereas a hard-based variable at best Granger causes less than 20% of the news-based data.
The results suggest, or at least do not rule out, that news reporting captures economic developments that eventually show
up in economic statistics or even affect the outcome of such statistics. Interestingly, although this latter point is not the
focus of this article per se, it speaks to a long standing literature in economics analyzing the more structural relationship
between news and economic fluctuations. See, for example, Larsen and Thorsrud (2019) and Larsen and Thorsrud (2018)
for recent contributions providing evidence consistent with ours, and Wu et al. (2004) for a relatively early example and
literature review.

In sum, although the two datasets share interesting correlation patterns, they also clearly differ in terms of sim-
ple descriptive statistics and time series patters. The question then becomes whether these differences are useful for
forecasting macroeconomic aggregates.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The predictor datasets, FRED-MD and DJ, are recorded on a monthly frequency, while the outcome variables GDP, Con-
sumption, and Investment, are quarterly. To make use of the high-frequency information captured by the predictors we
apply the unrestricted MIDAS technology (Foroni et al., 2015; Ghysels et al., 2004).

Formally, let the quarterly time index be t, and m the number of times the higher sampling frequency (months)
appears in the low frequency time unit (quarters). Denote the low frequency outcome variable of interest 𝑦Lt and let a
high-frequency predictor be denoted xt− j/m, where j represents lags. Then, the unrestricted MIDAS, for a single predictor
and forecasting horizon h, has the following form

𝑦L
t+h

= ah +

p
∑

𝑗=0

𝛽𝑗,hL
𝑗∕mxt + 𝜀L

t+h
, (1)

where p denotes the number of lags and L is the lag operator.
The MIDAS model is simple, popular, and has proven to produce very good predictions in a wide range of applications

(Clements & Galvão, 2008; Foroni et al., 2015; Ghysels et al., 2004). When the set of predictors is low dimensional, esti-
mation can be done by ordinary least squares (OLS). Here, where the set of predictors is large, this is not feasible. For
this reason (1) is estimated using three different approaches; LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996); RF (Breiman, 2001); PCA on the
predictor set coupled with OLS on a factor augmented version of (1). Individually these methods allow for regularization,
potential non-linearities, and dimension reduction. While factor-augmented predictive approaches are well known in the
econometrics literature, the usage of the LASSO and the RF methods are more common in ML.

In the interest of preserving space, a description of each estimation method is relegated to Appendix SC. In short,
we use fivefold cross validation to tune the amount of regularization in the LASSO, and 500 bootstrap samples and 1/3
of the predictors as the random subset when estimating the RF. For estimating the factors we have explored using the
EM algorithm from Stock and Watson (2002) together with the information criterion suggested in Bai and Ng (2002) to
determine the numbers of factors, but find that using a fixed number of one factor produces better results.

The OOS forecasting experiment is conducted as follows. For each monthly vintage of the quarterly outcome variables,
the predictive models are estimated using vintages of monthly data available at the end of either month one (M1), two
(M2), or three (M3) of the quarter. In the benchmark case the models are estimated using either the DJ or FRED-MD
dataset, but, as described later, we also consider a merged dataset and a forecast combination scheme. Next, predictions for
the nowcast (H0; h = 0, that is, the current quarter), one- (H1; h = 1), and two-quarter ahead (H2; h = 2) horizons are pro-
duced. Since (1) is a direct forecasting equation, separate regressions are estimated for each forecasting horizon. Because
of the release calendar of the National Account Statistics this implies that the nowcast will actually be a two-quarter ahead

3 To handle the high-dimensionality of the problem, the group LASSO (Yuan & Lin, 2006) is used to estimate a Directed Acyclical Graph (DAG), and
from that summarize the Granger causality statistics (Lozano et al., 2009; Shojaie & Michailidis, 2010). For each of the predictor variables (news and
hard), the Granger causality test is run including three lags of all the predictors, and the amount of regularization is determined by the BIC information
criteria. In the summary statistic in Figure 2, two-way predictive relationships, that is, when both the news- and hard-based variable Granger cause
each other, are not counted.
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FIGURE 3 The information structure (quarter, month) for a generic quarter t. For the Hard (other) data category the monthly information

structure depends on the release structure (“ragged-edges”) in the FRED-MD database

prediction when using M1 data, but a one-quarter ahead prediction using M2 and M3 data. Figure 3 provides an illustra-
tion of the assumed information and timing structure. For each new vintage of data, the models are re-estimated using
an expanding estimation window. Finally, although including lags of the dependent variable in (1) tend to improve fore-
casting accuracy, we refrain from this here to focus on the news- versus hard-based data dichotomy (but compare model
performance to simple auto-regressive benchmarks later).

In all models we allow for p = 6 lags of each predictor, where the time lags are set relative to having a full quarter
of monthly information. This ensures that our results across monthly vintages within a quarter reflect differences in
available information, and not differences in lag structure, but also highlights the so called ragged-edge problem common
to standard real-time forecasting experiments (Banbura et al., 2011). For example, due to lags in the release calendar,
standing in M1 of any given quarter means that observations for M2 and M3 are missing for all predictors, and data for M1
(and even M3 in the previous quarter) for some of them. Here we address this by simply filling in the missing observations
with the (real-time) mean of the predictors when making the predictions.4

Unless otherwise stated, all models are initially estimated using data from 1985Q1 to 1995Q4. The remaining data,
1996Q1 to 2020Q1, is used to recursively re-estimate the models and evaluate the OOS forecasting performance. All data
transformations are done in real-time, that is, within each recursion and with the appropriate vintage of data, to avoid
look-ahead biases. For the same reason, and because it is computational heavy to re-estimate, the LDA model used to
classify the news and construct news topic time series is not updated after 1995Q4. Hence, all the news after 1995Q4 is
classified OOS using the topic distributions learned from the 1985Q1 to 1995Q4 sample.5

We focus on point forecasting and use root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) to measure average performance over the
whole sample and cumulative squared prediction error differences (CSPED) to highlight how forecasts perform relative
to each other across time. In the main analysis all predictions are evaluated against the final vintage of data, that is, the
release containing data for 2020Q1 and the first COVID-19 economic effects in the United States, but we discuss robustness
to this choice in Section 4.5.

4 RESULTS

The results are presented in five parts. In Section 4.1 we present our main predictive results, highlighting the differences
in predictive performance between the DJ and FRED-MD datasets when evaluated ex post. Next, in Section 4.2, we take a
more ex ante perspective and evaluate predictive performance when models and data are chosen in real-time without ex
post knowledge of the best data and models. Section 4.3 provides a more in depth analysis of the predictor attributes and
the narrative realism of the results, while Section 4.4 asks how good the predictions actually are by comparing predictive
performance with the SPF. Finally, Section 4.5 shows how our results are robust along a number of dimensions related to
modeling choices.

4 While more sophisticated methods can be used, see, for example, Baffigi et al. (2004), Giannone et al. (2008), Kuzin et al. (2011), and Thorsrud (2018),
this comes at the cost of increased computational complexity.
5 Using news topics estimated on the whole sample, we show in Section 4.5 that the issue related to look-ahead biases likely is not very empirically
important.
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4.1 The value of news

Figure 4 summarizes our main results. We highlight four points. First, the left column of the figure reports a scatter plot

of the RMSE of each model, forecasting horizon and month, highlighting the overall performance of the news- relative

to the hard-based approaches. The news-based scores are on the x axis. Thus, a scatter point above the 45 degree line

indicates a better news- than hard-based performance for this model (at a given forecasting horizon and month). For

Consumption the observations seem to be fairly evenly spread out. For Investment and GDP the majority of observations

are below the 45◦ line. However, it is a general pattern across all outcome variables that the news-based predictions are

more sensitive to method used to produce the predictions. That is, the variance in model performance is larger for the

news-based predictions than it is for the hard-based predictions.

Second, focusing on the best (ex post) performing news- and hard-based models at each forecasting horizon and month,

column two in Figure 4 reports the Diebold-Mariano test statistics. Here, the color shadings indicate 99%, 95% and 90%

confidence bands, while the point estimates are illustrated with a black dot. The best performing news- and hard-based

model names are reported to the left and right of the confidence boxes, respectively.

As seen in the figure, news is superior relative to hard economic data in terms of predicting Consumption, inferior in

terms of predicting Investment, and on-par in terms of predicting overall GDP. That is, in seven out of nine cases the

news-based predictions are the best performing predictors for Consumption. The news-based predictions are also signif-

icantly different (at the 90% confidence level) from their hard-based counterparts in most of these cases. In contrast, for

Investment all of the best performing predictions are made using hard-based predictors. The results for overall GDP ends

up somewhat in between these two extremes, although the best news-based predictions tend to have the lowest RMSE.

In terms of models, we also observe from column two in Figure 4 that the news-based predictors work best together with

the RF method, which is the best performing news-based model in 85% of the cases (when looking across all variables,

horizons, and months). For comparison, the RF method is the best performing model in less than 50% of the cases when

using the hard-based data. Thus, allowing for potential non-linearities in the predictive relationships tend to add more

value when using news-based predictors than when using the hard-based data. We explore this topic in greater detail in

Section 4.3.

Third, looking at the CSPED plots, where the (ex post) best performing news- and hard-based models are compared

over time, and only results for H0 and M1 are reported for visual clarity, one observes that the news-based predictions

have a tendency to improve relative to the hard-based predictions during, and after, economic turmoil. For the Consump-

tion and GDP predictions this is particularly evident around the Great Recession (GR) period, but also somewhat visible

during the 2001 recession for Consumption.6 Still, the good overall (relative) performance of the news-based predictions

are not driven solely by recessions periods. For example, already in the time period prior to the GR, the news-based Con-

sumption predictions had lower RMSE than the predictions based on hard economic data. For the Investment predictions,

however, this picture is almost the opposite, showing that the hard-based predictions improved a lot upon the news-based

predictions both well before and after the GR episode.

Fourth, zooming in on the nowcasting evaluation (H0), our results replicate the well known pattern documented in the

earlier nowcasting literature (Aastveit et al., 2014; Banbura et al., 2011; Giannone et al., 2008), namely, that predictive

performance improves as more hard-based information becomes available throughout the quarter. In particular, in the

graph we compute the improvement in forecasting accuracy in M2 and M3 relative to M1 for the best performing (ex

post) news- or hard-based models. For the Consumption nowcasts produced using the LASSO and hard-based data, for

example, the improvement in RMSE from M1 to M3 is roughly 20%. For the news-based predictions this common finding

does not hold, and we find very modest improvement in RMSE throughout the quarter. Together with the finding that

the news-based (Consumption) predictions are relatively better at H1 and H2 than at H0, see column two in Figure 4, this

suggest that the news-based dataset is more forward looking than the hard economic indicators, and thus performs better

when either less hard economic information about the current quarter is available or at longer forecasting horizons.7

6 Although our sample only contains the very beginning of the latest Covid-19 episode, we see signs of the same pattern also here, but only if using news
topics estimated on a richer sample of data. See Section 4.5.
7 The finding that news have better relative performance for longer forecasting horizons is also found by Ardia et al. (2019) when analyzing US industrial
production.
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FIGURE 4 Root-mean-square errors (RMSEs), cumulative squared prediction error differences (CSPED) and nowcasting. The evaluation

sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. In columns two and three of the figure the best performing news- and hard-based models, evaluated ex post, are

compared across forecasting horizons and months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance calculated using the

Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold & Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%, 95%, and 90% confidence bands. In the CSPED graphs, an

upward slope means that the hard economic data outperforms the news data, while the gray band is the equivalent of 90% two-sided levels,

based on the Diebold–Mariano test statistic. The nowcast plots display the % improvement in RMSE throughout the quarter for the best

performing models, evaluated ex post
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FIGURE 5 Optimal combination and weights. The evaluation sample is 2002Q1-2020Q1, and the weights attached to the news-based

models are summed

4.2 Variable and model combinations

In real-time forecasters do not have the benefit of knowing the ex post best dataset or model. To mimic a more realistic
forecasting process, and to ensure that the results from the previous section are not driven by ex post selection, we apply
a recursive OOS variable and forecast combination scheme.

In terms of variable combination, the DJ and FRED-MD datasets are merged into one big panel. Then, the OOS experi-
ment is re-estimated using the same methods as before, but now only using the combined dataset. Going forward, these
grand models (GM) are denoted GM-LASSO, GM-RF, and GM-PCA.

In terms of forecast combination, we follow a large point forecast combination literature (see Timmermann, 2006 for
an overview) and consider simple linear combinations of the six individual forecasts analyzed in the previous section,
that is, the news- and hard-based LASSO, RF, and PCA predictions. More formally, standing at a given forecasting origin
t, a combined prediction is constructed as

�̂�t+h =

N
∑

i=1

wo
ith
�̂�i,t+h, (2)

where �̂�i,t+h is the predictions from one of the N = 6 ensemble members, and wo
ith

is a horizon specific model weight. The
weights used here are optimal in the sense that they solve

wo
th
= argminw

t−h
∑

r=1

(𝑦r+h −w�̂�r+h)
2, (3)

which is estimated using OLS under the restriction that the weights are positive and sum to unity.8

Twenty-four observations are used to estimate the initial weights. OOS predictions are recursively constructed and
updated using an expanding estimation window. Accordingly, both the variable and forecast combination schemes are
evaluated over the sample 2002Q1 to 2020Q1.

The two first columns in Figure SD1 report the same type of statistics as in Figure 4, but now comparing the optimal
combination to the (best) hard-based models. The qualitative conclusions strengthen those from the ex post OOS analysis
in the previous section. That is, the DJ dataset contains complementary information to that in the FRED-MD dataset
when predicting Consumption in particular. For Investment, the combined predictions have lower RMSE than many of
the individual models based on hard data (column one in Figure SD1), but the best performing models still tend to be
hard-based only (column two in Figure SD1). As seen from Figure SD2, a similar conclusion is obtained when evaluating
the GMs. Accordingly, combining forecasts or combining variables is not an important issue in the experiment conducted
here. On the margin, however, the optimal combination scheme performs slightly better in terms of RMSE than the
variable combination approach.

To further highlight the news- versus hard-based predictor dichotomy, Figure 5 illustrates how the optimal weights
attached to the news-based models vary through time. In the interest of readability and preserving space, the weights

8 Formally, the weights are optimal in population only to the extent that the joint distribution of outcomes and predictions is Gaussian. Apart from
simplifying the interpretation, the restrictions rule out that the combined forecast lies outside the range of the individual forecasts and reduces serial
correlation in the combined forecast errors (Timmermann, 2006).
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FIGURE 6 Dynamic sparsity and predictor importance. The first row displays the average duration of the predictors and the sparsity

(aggregated into average yearly observations) implied by the grand models Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (GM-LASSO).

The duration is computed as the probability that a predictor is used by the LASSO when making forecasts in more than x consecutive

quarters. The second row shows the average duration of the predictors using the GM-Random Forest (RF). This is computed as the

probability that a predictor stays in the same decile in terms of ranking by predictor importance in more than x consecutive quarters. In all

graphs the mean across forecasting horizons and months are reported

attached to the news-based models are summed and only results for M1 are reported. Apart from some volatility in the
beginning, when relatively few observations are available for constructing the weights, the news-based predictions get a
substantial weight in terms of predictingConsumption andGDP. For example, standing in month one of any given quarter,
the weight attached to the news-based predictions is above 70% and 50% for a bigger part of the sample irrespective of the
forecasting horizon. Moreover, even for Investment the news-based predictions receive a weight above 20% for H1 and H2
when standing in M1. Thus, although the hard-based Investment predictions were superior in the ex post analysis in the
previous section, news adds value in the more realistic forecast combination scheme conducted here.

4.3 Predictor attributes and narrative realism

There are noticeable differences between the news- and hard-based predictor attributes and how they operate within
the individual models. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where recursively estimated in-sample statistics from the GM-RF
and GM-LASSO models are reported. For the GM-RF model the importance of each predictor is calculated at each
forecasting vintage in the sample.9 The plot shows the probability that a predictor stays in the same decile in terms of
ranking by predictor importance in more than x consecutive quarters. For the GM-LASSO model the degree of sparsity
at each forecasting vintage is computed, that is, the fraction of predictors selected, in addition to how likely it is that a
predictor is selected for more than x consecutive quarters once it has first been selected as a predictor. All statistics are
aggregated across forecasting horizons and months.10

The big picture is clear: The news-based predictors are more short-lived and sparse relative to the hard-based predictors.
Using the GM-LASSO, for example, there is roughly 1% probability that a news-basedConsumption predictor will be in the

9 For a given predictor, the predictor importance measures the increase in prediction error when the values of that predictor are permuted across
the out-of-bag observations. The measure is computed for all the individual trees and then averaged over the entire ensemble and normalized by the
standard deviation of the whole ensemble of trees.
10 We have confirmed that the same qualitative conclusions also hold when looking at each forecasting horizon and month separately. These additional
results can be obtained on request.
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FIGURE 7 Grand models Random Forest (GM-RF) and predictor importance for Consumption. The table reports the top 10 most

important predictors on average across the sample, while the histogram reports the empirical distribution of the average predictor

importance statistics for the news- and hard-based datasets as a whole. In the tree map figure the news-based predictors are categorized into

20 groups using a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm (see Section 2.1 and Figure SA1). The graph then illustrates the average

importance of predictors within each group, where the size of the rectangles represent the group's relative weight

selected variable set for up to 15 consecutive quarters, while the comparable probability for the hard-based predictors is
more than three times as large. Likewise, the degree of sparsity is high, particularly for the news-based predictors, where
only roughly 5% of them are selected on average. Qualitatively, the same conclusions hold for Investment and GDP, and
when looking at the GM-RF duration and predictor importance statistics. The only exception is for Consumption and the
GM-RF statistic, where the news- and hard-based data behave similarly, although some of the hard-based predictors have
longer duration.

While there might be many explanations for these patters, one reason might be that the news media foremost report on
newsworthy events and stories. Thus, the news-topic time series becomes more like economic shock series with substan-
tial spikes at specific time periods, as also illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 2.3. Relatedly, and as pointed
out by Larsen and Thorsrud (2018), the particular topic composition of a given story at a given point in time, might very
well be unique, but the topics that the narrative constitute are potentially shared by many other stories at different time
periods and with different weighting. Thus, how the topics operate together to form narratives change and evolve over
time to a much larger extent than it does for hard economic variables. Or, in other words, industrial production measures
industrial production regardless of time, whereas a topic's contribution to time dependent narratives is time dependent.
This makes it natural that the news-based data is more short-lived and sparse relative to the hard-based predictors.

Figure 7 reports the most influential predictors when using the GM-RF model for Consumptionpredictions. Again, to
focus on the overall picture, only averages across time, forecasting horizons, and months are reported, while results for
Investment and GDP are reported in Figure SD3.

Among the most influential hard-based variables are series related to housing, consumption expenditures, and employ-
ment conditions. Still, news topic time series related to personal finance, the bond market, and health are all among the 10
most influential series. From a Consumption prediction perspective this makes narrative sense. Health care, for example,
is not only an important component of most Americans' expenses, but has also been shown to be particularly important
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in households expectations formation process (Larsen et al., 2021). Moreover, in line with the sparsity statistics discussed
above, the upper right histogram in Figure 7 shows that the predictor importance statistic is skewed to the right for both
types of data, but more so for the news-based predictors than the hard-based ones.

However, while Personal finance and Bond market are the most important news topics for Consumption, the tree map
in the lower row in Figure 7 shows that news topics related to health, petroleum, and automobiles are (roughly) equally
important as a group. In particular, using the hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm discussed in Section 2.1,
and illustrated in Figure SA1, to group the individual topics into higher order abstractions highlights that many news topic
groups are relatively important for describing Consumption. At the same time, the figure also shows that some groups are
relatively unimportant. For example, news narratives related to Mexico, Anglo-Saxon, and Yield receive a small weight in
the US consumption context.

4.4 How good are the predictions? A soft-based comparison

The set of models used in the preceding sections are commonly used when working with high-dimensional data. Still,
more accurate predictions could potentially be constructed using more tailored modeling approaches. Despite this, it is of
practical interest to evaluate how good the predictions actually are. To do so we continue to focus on the data dimension,
and compare predictions from the best performing news- and hard-based models to those from simple auto-regressive
and constant growth rate benchmarks as well as predictions made by the SPF.

TABLE 1 Relative RMSE scores

H0 H1 H2

M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

Consumption AR 0.90*** 0.90** 0.87** 0.90** 0.91*** 0.87*** 0.96** 0.90*** 0.89**

RW 0.82* 0.86*** 0.47 0.82 0.87*** 0.47 0.89* 0.84* 0.49

SPF 1.23* 1.19 1.17 1.16 1.13 1.10 1.16** 1.11 1.09

Investment AR 0.93 0.92 0.87 0.93 0.97 0.93 1.00 1.02 1.03

RW 0.75 0.77 0.68* 0.75 0.81 0.72 0.73* 0.79 0.73

SPF 1.53*** 1.42*** 1.42*** 1.46*** 1.43*** 1.44*** 1.39*** 1.38** 1.38**

GDP AR 0.95 0.95* 0.91 0.94** 0.97* 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.97

RW 0.78** 0.84** 0.60 0.77** 0.86** 0.62 0.77** 0.84* 0.61

SPF 1.36** 1.31* 1.32** 1.25 1.25* 1.26* 1.12 1.11 1.13

Note: The best news-based models are compared to an auto-regressive model (AR), a constant growth rate model (RW), and the Survey of Professional

Forecasters (SPF). The lag order in the AR is chosen (in real-time) using the BIC. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. A value less than 1 indicates

that the best news-based model has the lowest root-mean-square error (RMSE). Significant differences in forecasting performance are calculated using the

Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold & Mariano, 1995).
* 10% significance level.
** 5% significance level.
*** 1% significance level.

FIGURE 8 Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) and ex post best news-based forecasts. The graphs compare nowcasting performance

(H0), and to align informational available at the time of prediction between the SPF and the model-based forecasts, predictions produced in

M2 are used. An upward slope means that the SPF outperforms the news data, while the gray band is the equivalent of 90% two-sided levels,

based on the Diebold-Mariano test statistic (Diebold & Mariano, 1995)
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FIGURE 9 Optimal combination and weights. All the news- and hard-based forecasts as well as the Survey of Professional Forecasters

(SPF) forecasts are included in the regression. The evaluation sample is 2002Q1-2020Q1, and the weights attached to the news-based models

are summed

The SPF is the oldest quarterly survey of macroeconomic forecasts in the United States and is currently conducted by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. According to Stark and Croushore (2019) it “…has become the gold standard
for evaluating forecasts or comparing forecasting models”, and Pesaran and Weale (2006) provide an overview of the usage
of this type of soft data for capturing expectations and forecasting. Here we use the mean forecasts from the survey, and
transform them to quarterly (log) percentage growth rates.

As seen from Table 1, the (ex post) best news-basedConsumptionpredictions outperform the simple model-based bench-
marks. Except for in a few cases, the differences in predictive performance are also statistically significant. The news-based
Investment and GDP predictions tend to have a lower RMSE than the benchmark models, but these differences are less
significant. In contrast, the SPF predictions have a lower RMSE than the news-based ones across both forecasting hori-
zons, months, and variables. However, forConsumption, the differences in performance between the SPF and news-based
approach are not significant. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 8, which reports the CSPED between the SPF forecasts and the
best news-based forecasts, using H0 and M2, the better SPF score is almost entirely due to the GR period which naturally
favors subjective and adaptive predictions over model-based predictions capturing averages over a longer timespan.11

Since accessing and using new and alternative data sources can be costly, the above results might suggest that using
the news-based predictions might be less attractive from a cost benefit perspective. After all, the publicly available survey
data gives very good predictions. Still, to take into account the more realistic setting where practitioners might utilize both
the survey data and the news- and hard-based predictions in real time, Figure 9 reports the recursively estimated weights
attached to the new-based models when performing the same type of combination scheme as described in Section 4.2. In
particular, we allow all three news- and model-based predictions to enter the forecast combination scheme together with
the three hard-based ones as well as the SPF predictions. Thus, in total, we give weight to seven different predictions. In
line with the results reported above, the news-based predictions get very little weight for Investment andGDP. In contrast,
the news-based predictions get between 10% and 40% of the weight on average (depending on the forecasting horizon)
for Consumption, and only for H2 does the Great Recession seem to strongly tilt the weights away from news. As such,
the news-based predictions seem to contain supplementary information even to the soft SPF data.

4.5 Robustness and additional results

Our main conclusions are robust along a number of dimensions. To better capture potential structural changes in the data,
and their joint distribution, across time, we have experimented with using a rolling window when estimating the indi-
vidual models and doing the OOS analysis. The main conclusions regarding the news versus hard predictor dichotomy
continue to hold when doing so, but the average absolute performance becomes slightly worse (Figure SD4). One rea-
son for this is likely that the best performing individual models benefit from having longer time-spans of data available
for estimation rather than shorter windows. Moreover, experimenting with a richer lag structure, allowing for up to 12
monthly time lags, in the underlying MIDAS model in (1) does not change our main qualitative conclusions. That is, the

11 Results comparing the best hard-based predictions to the simple model-based benchmarks and the SPF are reported in Table SD1. The overall pattern
is very much similar to that described above.
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cross-validation techniques used when estimating the different models automatically picks up the relevant lag structure,
which then is, or falls below, six as in our benchmark specification.

In terms of producing combined predictions, simple equal and inverse-MSE weights are often used and perform well
in empirical settings (Timmermann, 2006). Here, the optimal combination scheme outperforms the two simpler alterna-
tives in terms of Consumption predictions, and to some extent also in terms of Investmentpredictions. For GDP, the three
combination schemes perform very much the same (Table SD2). These results are well in line with those presented in
Figure 5, where the optimal weights varied substantially across the sample and were far from equal for Consumption and
Investment, but closer to equal for GDP.

Because of data revisions in quarterly National Account Statistics, a key issue in OOS experiments is the choice of
the “actual” outcome variable and vintage. Stark and Croushore (2002) discuss three alternatives: the most recent data
vintage, the last vintage before a structural revision, and finally the estimate released a fixed period of time after the
first release. In the main analysis we have used the first of these three alternatives. As a robustness check we show in
Figures SD5 and SD6 that the main conclusions in terms of the news- versus hard-based datasets hold when evaluating
the predictions against both the first and second release of the data. Still, there are clear patterns in the results showing
that the news-based predictions are relatively better at predicting the final release of the outcome data rather than the
preliminary ones.

Results presented in Thorsrud (2018) highlight how adjusting the topic times series with the positive or negative tone
of news reporting increases their correlation with the (Norwegian) business cycle. In the main analysis, we have not
worked with tone adjusted topic time series. However, following the same dictionary-based adjustment procedure as
described in Thorsrud (2018) the news-based predictive performance actually becomes worse for Consumption when
considering only the tone of reporting, or the tone interacted with the topic frequencies, while the results for GDP and
Investment remain relatively unaffected (Table SD3).12 One potential reason for this, as also noted by Thorsrud (2018), is
that the tone-adjustment procedure is very simplistic and dependent on the exact dictionary used to define positive and
negative words. We leave it to future research to investigate whether predictive performance could be improved using
more sophisticated and robust methods to extract sentiment (see e.g., Shapiro et al., 2020 and Ardia et al., 2019).

In terms of the number of news topics to extract, using 80 topics was motivated by two factors. First, this was the choice
showing the best statistical results in Larsen and Thorsrud (2019) and Thorsrud (2018) (on a similar corpus). Second, it
is our experience that with a substantially higher number of topics, each topic starts to become highly event specific, that
is, there are signs of over-fitting the corpus. Conversely, extracting substantially fewer topics results in too general topics
making narrative interpretation more difficult. Here, re-doing the OOS analysis using either 40 or 120 estimated news
topics does not alter our main qualitative conclusions regarding news- versus hard-based data. However, in line with the
conjectures made above, the 80 topic case seems to perform marginally better than using either 40 or 120 estimated news
topics (Table SD4).

Finally, to avoid potential look-ahead biases, the LDA model was estimated on the initial training sample only, that
is, all the news after 1995Q4 is classified OOS using the topic distributions learned from the 1985Q1 to 1995Q4 sample.
This is of course a very restrictive usage of the LDA. Still, when estimating the LDA using the full sample of news data,
and then simply truncating the resulting news topics time series for the OOS forecasting experiment, we observe that the
results from Section 4.1 remain qualitative robust (Figure SD7). As also commented on in Larsen and Thorsrud (2019),
this suggests that the issue related to look-ahead biases likely is not very empirically important.

Still, since we do not observe large improvements for the news-based models when using topics estimated on the
full sample, it also suggests that using topics learned using the whole sample might give just as representative/
unrepresentative topics for the OOS evaluation sample as those learned using only the initial training sample. Indeed,
informal evidence obtained when trying to label and categorize the topics estimated on the full sample suggest that this
might be the case, where either the word clouds themselves or the categorization of topics into broader clusters becomes
less intuitive. Figure SD8 documents this more formally by showing a CSPED plot comparing the news-based results
using topics estimated either on the training sample or using the whole sample. As seen in the figure, using the former
outperforms the latter in the beginning of the evaluation sample, while the reverse happens toward the latter half of
the evaluation sample. In particular, the large relative improvements during the Great Recession and the early Covid-19
episode stand out.

12 In short, for each day and topic, the article that is best explained by each topic is identified and its tone computed, that is, whether the news is more
positive than negative. This is done using an external word list, the Harvard IV-4 Psychological Dictionary, and simple word count differences. Then,
the topic frequencies are simply multiplied by their respective tone.
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We conjecture that further improvements in the news-based predictions can be obtained in future research taking
aboard the computational cost of re-estimating the topic model for each new vintage of data, potentially allowing for a
rolling estimation window, or using topic models featuring dynamic properties (Blei & Lafferty, 2006).

5 CONCLUSION

Decades of research have investigated how hard economic data best can be used for macroeconomic forecasting, that is,
which datasets and variables are informative, which models work, etc. Much less is known about the value of alternative
data sources, such as news and text.

This article contributes to a fast growing economic literature using text as data for economic analysis and forecasting. In
particular, entertaining a unique dataset of 22.5 million news articles from the Dow Jones Newswires Archive, we perform
an in depth out-of-sample forecasting comparison study with what has become the “industry standard” in the newer
forecasting literature, namely the FRED-MDdataset.

Prior to estimation, the unstructured and high-dimensional textual data is transformed into time series objects using
an unsupervised topic model which is both widely used, simple and transparent, and delivers interpretable outputs. Next,
real time and truly out-of-sample predictions are formed using off the shelf, but state-of-the-art, Machine Learning and
econometric forecasting techniques.

Our evaluation, focusing on predicting US GDP, consumption and investment growth, strongly suggest that the news
data contains information not captured by the hard economic indicators, and that news is particularly informative for
forecasting consumption developments. There are also clear patterns in the results suggesting that news data performs
relatively better for one- and two-quarter ahead predictions than for nowcasting, and that the news-based predictions
tend to improve upon the predictions made using hard economic indicators in times of economic turmoil, such as during
and after the Great Recession. Finally, we document that the narrative realism of the news-based approach is good, and
that the news-based predictors are more short-lived and sparse relative to the hard-based predictors.

These results are all new in the literature and establish several “stylized facts” about the value of hard-based relative to
news-based data for macroeconomic forecasting. From a practitioners perspective accessing and using new and alternative
data sources can be costly. Whether the potential gains in forecasting performance documented here outweigh the costs
will depend on the loss function in each particular case. Using other soft data, in form of the SPF, we find little evidence
suggesting that the news-based predictions constructed here are superior. Still, our results indicate that the news topics
contain supplementary information also to this type of data. Moreover, the news-based data is available at a much higher
frequency which might be beneficial around economic turning points. There are also many avenues for future research
in terms of how textual data can be decomposed into useful time series objects, and how to model these types of data
relative to conventional economic time series. As such, the horse-race has just begun.
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Appendix A Data

Table A.1. FRED-MD variables. The “ID” column denotes the variable’s identity number in the
FRED-MD database. The column denoted “TC” defines how the series, x, are transformed, with: (1) no
transformation, (2) ∆xt, (3) ∆

2xt, (4) log(xt), (5) ∆log(xt), (6) ∆
2log(xt) and (7) ∆(xt/xt−1−1). Finally,

the “Lag” column lists the typical release lag structure. E.g., the Real Personal Income statistic for the
current quarter is typically released with a 1 month lag. The FRED-MD database is updated in real time
and can be downloaded from https://research.stlouisfed.org/econ/mccracken/fred-databases/,
and historical vintages of the data can be obtained from the same source.

Variable ID TC Lag Group
Real Personal Income 1 5 1 Output and income
Real personal income ex transfer receipts 2 5 1 Output and income
IP Index 6 5 1 Output and income
IP: Final Products and Nonindustrial Supplies 7 5 1 Output and income
IP: Final Products (Market Group) 8 5 1 Output and income
IP: Consumer Goods 9 5 1 Output and income
IP: Durable Consumer Goods 10 5 1 Output and income
IP: Nondurable Consumer Goods 11 5 1 Output and income
IP: Business Equipment 12 5 1 Output and income
IP: Materials 13 5 1 Output and income
IP: Durable Materials 14 5 1 Output and income
IP: Nondurable Materials 15 5 1 Output and income
IP: Manufacturing (SIC) 16 5 1 Output and income
IP: Residential Utilities 17 5 1 Output and income
IP: Fuels 18 5 1 Output and income
Capacity Utilization: Manufacturing 20 2 1 Output and income

Help-Wanted Index for United States 21 2 2 Labor market
Ratio of Help Wanted/No. Unemployed 22 2 2 Labor market
Civilian Labor Force 23 5 1 Labor market
Civilian Employment 24 5 1 Labor market
Civilian Unemployment Rate 25 2 1 Labor market
Average Duration of Unemployment (Weeks) 26 2 1 Labor market
Civilians Unemployed - Less Than 5 Weeks 27 5 1 Labor market
Civilians Unemployed for 41760 Weeks 28 5 1 Labor market
Civilians Unemployed - 15 Weeks & Over 29 5 1 Labor market
Civilians Unemployed for 15-26 Weeks 30 5 1 Labor market
Civilians Unemployed for 27 Weeks and Over 31 5 1 Labor market
Initial Claims 32 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Total nonfarm 33 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Goods-Producing Industries 34 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Mining and Logging: Mining 35 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Construction 36 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Manufacturing 37 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Durable goods 38 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Nondurable goods 39 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Service-Providing Industries 40 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Trade, Transportation & Utilities 41 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Wholesale Trade 42 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Retail Trade 43 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Financial Activities 44 5 1 Labor market
All Employees: Government 45 5 1 Labor market
Avg Weekly Hours : Goods-Producing 46 1 1 Labor market
Avg Weekly Overtime Hours : Manufacturing 47 2 1 Labor market
Avg Weekly Hours : Manufacturing 48 1 1 Labor market
Avg Hourly Earnings : Goods-Producing 127 6 1 Labor market
Avg Hourly Earnings : Construction 128 6 1 Labor market
Avg Hourly Earnings : Manufacturing 129 6 1 Labor market

Housing Starts: Total New Privately Owned 50 4 1 Housing
Housing Starts, Northeast 51 4 1 Housing

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Variable ID TC Lag Group
Housing Starts, Midwest 52 4 1 Housing
Housing Starts, South 53 4 1 Housing
Housing Starts, West 54 4 1 Housing
New Private Housing Permits (SAAR) 55 4 1 Housing
New Private Housing Permits, Northeast (SAAR) 56 4 1 Housing
New Private Housing Permits, Midwest (SAAR) 57 4 1 Housing
New Private Housing Permits, South (SAAR) 58 4 1 Housing
New Private Housing Permits, West (SAAR) 59 4 1 Housing

Real personal consumption expenditures 3 5 1 Consumption, orders and invent.
Real Manu. and Trade Industries Sales 4 5 2 Consumption, orders and invent.
Retail and Food Services Sales 5 5 1 Consumption, orders and invent.
New Orders for Durable Goods 65 5 1 Consumption, orders and invent.
New Orders for Nondefense Capital Goods 66 5 1 Consumption, orders and invent.
Unlled Orders for Durable Goods 67 5 1 Consumption, orders and invent.
Total Business Inventories 68 5 2 Consumption, orders and invent.
Total Business: Inventories to Sales Ratio 69 2 2 Consumption, orders and invent.
Consumer Sentiment Index 130 2 1 Consumption, orders and invent.

M1 Money Stock 70 6 1 Money and credit
M2 Money Stock 71 6 1 Money and credit
Real M2 Money Stock 72 5 1 Money and credit
St. Louis Adjusted Monetary Base 73 6 1 Money and credit
Total Reserves of Depository Institutions 74 6 1 Money and credit
Reserves Of Depository Institutions 75 7 1 Money and credit
Commercial and Industrial Loans 76 6 1 Money and credit
Real Estate Loans at All Commercial Banks 77 6 1 Money and credit
Total Nonrevolving Credit 78 6 3 Money and credit
Nonrevolving consumer credit to Personal Income 79 2 3 Money and credit
MZM Money Stock 131 6 1 Money and credit
Consumer Motor Vehicle Loans Outstanding 132 6 2 Money and credit
Total Consumer Loans and Leases Outstanding 133 6 2 Money and credit
Securities in Bank Credit at All Commercial Banks 134 6 1 Money and credit

Eective Federal Funds Rate 84 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
3-Month AA Financial Commercial Paper Rate 85 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
3-Month Treasury Bill: 86 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
6-Month Treasury Bill: 87 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
1-Year Treasury Rate 88 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
5-Year Treasury Rate 89 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
10-Year Treasury Rate 90 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield 91 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield 92 2 0 Interest and exchange rates
3-Month Commercial Paper Minus FEDFUNDS 93 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
3-Month Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS 94 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
6-Month Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS 95 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
1-Year Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS 96 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
5-Year Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS 97 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
10-Year Treasury C Minus FEDFUNDS 98 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
Moody’s Aaa Corporate Bond Minus FEDFUNDS 99 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
Moody’s Baa Corporate Bond Minus FEDFUNDS 100 1 0 Interest and exchange rates
Trade Weighted U.S. Dollar Index: Major Currencies 101 5 0 Interest and exchange rates
Switzerland / U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate 102 5 0 Interest and exchange rates
Japan / U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate 103 5 0 Interest and exchange rates
U.S. / U.K. Foreign Exchange Rate 104 5 0 Interest and exchange rates
Canada / U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate 105 5 0 Interest and exchange rates

PPI: Finished Goods 106 5 1 Prices
PPI: Finished Consumer Goods 107 5 1 Prices
PPI: Intermediate Materials 108 5 1 Prices
PPI: Crude Materials 109 5 1 Prices
Crude Oil, spliced WTI and Cushing 110 5 1 Prices
PPI: Metals and metal products 111 5 1 Prices
CPI : All Items 113 5 1 Prices
CPI : Apparel 114 5 1 Prices
CPI : Transportation 115 5 1 Prices
CPI : Medical Care 116 5 1 Prices
CPI : Commodities 117 5 1 Prices
CPI : Durables 118 5 1 Prices
CPI : Services 119 5 1 Prices

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – Continued from previous page

Variable ID TC Lag Group
CPI : All Items Less Food 120 5 1 Prices
CPI : All items less shelter 121 5 1 Prices
CPI : All items less medical care 122 5 1 Prices
Personal Cons. Expend.: Chain Index 123 5 1 Prices
Personal Cons. Exp: Durable goods 124 5 1 Prices
Personal Cons. Exp: Nondurable goods 125 5 1 Prices
Personal Cons. Exp: Services 126 5 1 Prices

S&P’s Common Stock Price Index: Composite 80 5 0 Stock market
S&P’s Common Stock Price Index: Industrials 81 5 0 Stock market
S&P’s Composite Common Stock: Dividend Yield 82 2 0 Stock market
S&P’s Composite Common Stock: Price-Earnings Ratio 83 5 0 Stock market
VXO 135 1 0 Stock market
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Table A.2. US news topics. Subjective labeling and the most important words with weights.

Id Top words (word probability)

0 Personal finance loan 0.074, real 0.058, asset 0.055, trust 0.052, save 0.047, deposit 0.037, estat 0.036
1 Civil commissions file 0.114, commiss 0.095, sec 0.046, partner 0.032, partnership 0.031, propos 0.024, outstand 0.021
2 Communication spokesman 0.068, comment 0.065, today 0.05, declin 0.033, didnt 0.029, immedi 0.026, sourc 0.024
3 Income incom 0.065, cash 0.06, expens 0.041, asset 0.038, tax 0.027, loss 0.024, account 0.024
4 Defense contracts contract 0.086, receiv 0.052, guilder 0.026, engin 0.024, equip 0.022, defens 0.021, forc 0.02
5 Economic analysis analyst 0.033, think 0.033, dont 0.026, look 0.024, much 0.021, peopl 0.018, want 0.018
6 Stock market analyst 0.112, volum 0.075, estim 0.064, cent 0.061, averag 0.052, compar 0.041, daili 0.037
7 Petroleum oil 0.096, ga 0.094, natur 0.038, energi 0.031, petroleum 0.026, pipelin 0.022, field 0.021
8 Mortgage market mortgag 0.083, home 0.065, associ 0.04, loan 0.026, certif 0.023, feder 0.021, base 0.015
9 Oil trading crude 0.021, trader 0.019, fuel 0.018, oil 0.018, cargo 0.017, brent 0.015, mt 0.015
10 Data release period 0.105, earlier 0.085, rose 0.072, compar 0.068, figur 0.065, half 0.044, latest 0.043
11 Analysis deal 0.025, big 0.019, much 0.013, analyst 0.011, bare 0.011, come 0.011, move 0.01
12 Agriculture food 0.051, paper 0.024, brand 0.019, produc 0.016, agricultur 0.012, mill 0.012, tobacco 0.011
13 Korea south 0.062, won 0.051, north 0.05, korea 0.041, electron 0.031, buy 0.031, lead 0.019
14 Manufacturing project 0.099, ventur 0.079, joint 0.071, construct 0.056, steel 0.043, build 0.043, plant 0.03
15 Money market central 0.088, money 0.061, repurchas 0.03, discount 0.027, rupiah 0.024, call 0.024, liquid 0.022
16 Restructuring cost 0.111, program 0.093, reduc 0.073, restructur 0.044, reduct 0.034, improv 0.031, effect 0.022
17 Safety peopl 0.021, caus 0.016, ship 0.016, fire 0.015, area 0.014, damag 0.013, spokesman 0.01
18 Options trading right 0.1, option 0.077, warrant 0.052, class 0.037, exercis 0.035, outstand 0.026, sharehold 0.025
19 Health care health 0.065, care 0.044, medic 0.042, center 0.038, hospit 0.027, america 0.022, healthcar 0.021
20 Utilities power 0.101, electr 0.082, util 0.055, energi 0.036, plant 0.031, public 0.022, nuclear 0.021
21 Canada canada 0.103, canadian 0.093, quebec 0.017, today 0.016, toronto 0.014, provinc 0.013, ontario 0.013
22 China china 0.084, hong 0.055, kong 0.053, hk 0.033, taiwan 0.03, singapor 0.028, chines 0.022
23 Macroeconomics growth 0.085, economi 0.056, econom 0.056, inflat 0.031, rise 0.021, slow 0.02, forecast 0.02
24 US states pacif 0.041, texa 0.033, west 0.03, california 0.029, san 0.025, southern 0.022, calif 0.018
25 UK pound 0.099, uk 0.086, london 0.041, british 0.04, penc 0.029, sterl 0.021, england 0.018
26 Credit debt 0.068, moodi 0.041, sp 0.037, senior 0.029, agenc 0.028, standard 0.021, poor 0.02
27 Composite index index 0.101, gain 0.052, fell 0.031, volum 0.03, rose 0.024, higher 0.024, drop 0.022
28 Automobiles car 0.054, motor 0.046, auto 0.041, vehicl 0.03, part 0.024, manufactur 0.024, truck 0.023
29 Trading trader 0.079, dealer 0.037, session 0.025, open 0.023, earli 0.021, buy 0.02, higher 0.019
30 Russia russia 0.017, soviet 0.016, russian 0.015, militari 0.013, republ 0.012, israel 0.011, peac 0.011
31 Business growth competit 0.032, posit 0.027, growth 0.027, expand 0.023, strategi 0.022, opportun 0.019, grow 0.018
32 Yield na 0.071, contact 0.048, form 0.041, issuer 0.034, symbol 0.031, editori 0.028, type 0.024
33 Futures contracts futur 0.107, contract 0.093, cent 0.037, crude 0.03, oil 0.026, gasolin 0.022, full 0.021
34 Insurance insur 0.127, life 0.05, premium 0.025, base 0.018, subsidiari 0.016, chase 0.013, benefit 0.012
35 Technology comput 0.05, softwar 0.032, technolog 0.028, ibm 0.016, avail 0.013, applic 0.011, machin 0.01
36 Germany mark 0.106, german 0.074, germani 0.065, deutsch 0.05, ag 0.039, bundesbank 0.034, europ 0.028
37 Mexico peso 0.076, mexico 0.052, de 0.028, mexican 0.026, philippin 0.018, brazil 0.018, sa 0.017
38 Japan yen 0.141, japan 0.124, japanes 0.068, tokyo 0.036, fiscal 0.035, pretax 0.024, ministri 0.022
39 Negotiation possibl 0.037, decis 0.035, discuss 0.028, review 0.023, consid 0.022, negoti 0.022, regard 0.018
40 Financing debt 0.107, credit 0.101, financ 0.085, loan 0.037, borrow 0.037, payment 0.036, facil 0.028
41 Currencies dollar 0.177, late 0.069, currenc 0.066, mark 0.06, york 0.045, yen 0.034, around 0.028
42 Disclosure term 0.122, privat 0.076, disclos 0.064, subsidiari 0.053, distribut 0.044, sign 0.034, acquir 0.033
43 Regulations requir 0.047, allow 0.036, regul 0.032, rule 0.031, can 0.018, limit 0.017, law 0.017
44 Stock options prefer 0.062, dividend 0.061, convert 0.053, debentur 0.045, amount 0.039, due 0.039, outstand 0.039
45 France franc 0.173, french 0.049, swiss 0.034, de 0.023, sa 0.023, baht 0.021, belgian 0.018
46 The Middle East oil 0.03, iraq 0.026, countri 0.019, gulf 0.019, opec 0.018, minist 0.016, saudi 0.016
47 Aviation airlin 0.059, air 0.041, transport 0.03, passeng 0.021, flight 0.02, carrier 0.019, mile 0.018
48 Chemical industry chemic 0.056, manufactur 0.052, technolog 0.034, materi 0.032, environment 0.025, plant 0.022
49 Bond market treasuri 0.051, bill 0.046, due 0.045, bid 0.044, auction 0.043, yield 0.043, basi 0.037
50 Leadership execut 0.099, chief 0.097, offic 0.065, chairman 0.065, vice 0.041, name 0.035, director 0.035
51 Monetary policy fed 0.059, reserv 0.054, feder 0.054, polici 0.049, monetari 0.028, inflat 0.024, eas 0.022
52 Retail store 0.084, retail 0.061, open 0.026, chain 0.016, restaur 0.015, entertain 0.013, depart 0.011
53 Investment banking firm 0.058, initi 0.048, underwrit 0.043, brother 0.034, public 0.034, merril 0.03, morgan 0.03
54 Results quarter 0.19, loss 0.095, incom 0.082, cent 0.07, revenu 0.064, charg 0.027, fiscal 0.024
55 Australia stake 0.094, australian 0.04, australia 0.039, rais 0.026, sold 0.025, bought 0.023, control 0.022
56 Telecommunication commun 0.07, network 0.048, telephon 0.037, telecommun 0.035, cabl 0.027, telecom 0.02, bell 0.019
57 Media street 0.054, wall 0.047, news 0.046, jone 0.042, publish 0.036, newspap 0.031, journal 0.024
58 Fiscal policy tax 0.09, budget 0.076, cut 0.06, deficit 0.057, fiscal 0.053, spend 0.041, balanc 0.022
59 Natural resources gold 0.072, mine 0.058, metal 0.032, resourc 0.031, ounc 0.02, rand 0.019, ton 0.018
60 Pharmaceuticals drug 0.04, pharmaceut 0.018, research 0.015, test 0.015, studi 0.014, patient 0.013, approv 0.012
61 Fear problem 0.041, concern 0.024, need 0.018, can 0.015, risk 0.015, situat 0.013, question 0.012
62 US politics hous 0.056, clinton 0.029, bill 0.029, administr 0.028, senat 0.027, committe 0.027, congress 0.023
63 Commercial papers pc 0.336, commerci 0.034, six 0.031, major 0.03, corpor 0.029, repres 0.028, paper 0.027
64 Mergers and acquis. acquisit 0.075, transact 0.069, merger 0.067, approv 0.059, complet 0.049, acquir 0.045
65 Regions state 0.155, citi 0.051, york 0.047, counti 0.038, author 0.036, depart 0.023, municip 0.018
66 Employment conditions union 0.076, employe 0.051, work 0.046, worker 0.044, job 0.038, strike 0.034, employ 0.03
67 Institutional investing fund 0.228, institut 0.042, equiti 0.034, asset 0.032, portfolio 0.023, deriv 0.021, money 0.021
68 Scandinavia signific 0.042, headquart 0.039, figur 0.038, histori 0.034, kronor 0.033, currenc 0.03
69 Elections parti 0.047, elect 0.035, minist 0.031, polit 0.028, prime 0.027, vote 0.024, support 0.017
70 SEC investigations investig 0.028, charg 0.026, former 0.018, alleg 0.014, case 0.013, offic 0.012, depart 0.012
71 Trade foreign 0.091, import 0.076, export 0.068, countri 0.05, world 0.041, domest 0.035, region 0.029
72 Italy american 0.15, lire 0.042, itali 0.03, italian 0.026, trillion 0.024, express 0.017, great 0.015
73 EU meet 0.039, european 0.031, countri 0.029, talk 0.025, minist 0.024, econom 0.023, eu 0.019
74 Data revisions improv 0.041, declin 0.038, higher 0.036, margin 0.035, strong 0.034, demand 0.033, perform 0.027
75 Statistics data 0.048, adjust 0.045, rise 0.031, rose 0.028, season 0.027, revis 0.024, survey 0.024
76 Board of Directors board 0.111, sharehold 0.091, propos 0.068, meet 0.067, approv 0.043, vote 0.03, director 0.029
77 Real estate properti 0.058, hotel 0.028, game 0.028, land 0.027, casino 0.024, ringgit 0.019, park 0.014
78 Litigation court 0.067, file 0.028, claim 0.027, settlement 0.025, suit 0.022, bankruptci 0.02, appeal 0.019
79 Government debt bond 0.203, yield 0.054, treasuri 0.044, futur 0.029, late 0.026, spread 0.023, basi 0.022
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Appendix B Feature selection and the LDA

We apply three feature selection steps on the news data corpus prior to estimation. First,
a stop-word list is employed. This is a list of common words not expected to have any
information relating to the subject of an article. Examples of such words are the, is,
are, and this. Next, an algorithm known as stemming is run. The objective of this
algorithm is to reduce all words to their respective word stems. A word stem is the
part of a word that is common to all of its inflections. An example is the word effective
whose stem is effect. Finally, a measure called tf-idf, which stands for term frequency -
inverse document frequency, is calculated. This measures how important all the words
in the complete corpus are in explaining single articles. The more often a word occurs
in an article, the higher the tf-idf score of that word. On the other hand, if the word is
common to all articles, meaning the word has a high frequency in the whole corpus, the
lower that word’s tf-idf score will be. 160.000 of the stems with the highest tf-idf score
are kept, and used as the final corpus.

The LDA is implemented on the cleaned corpus. More formally, denote the whole
corpus as M distinct documents (articles), N =

∑M
m=1Nm the total number of words

in all documents, and K the total number of latent topics. Letting bold-font variables
denote the vector version of variables, the distribution of topics for a document is given
by θm, while the distribution of words for each topic is determined by φk. Both θm and
φk are assumed to have conjugate Dirichlet distributions with hyper-parameters (vectors)
α and β, respectively. Then, each document consists of a repeated choice of topics Zm,n
and words Wm,n, drawn from the Multinomial distribution using θm and φk.

In the LDA, the joint distribution of all known and hidden variables given the hyper-
parameters is:

P (Wm,Zm,θm,Φ;α, β) =

document plate (1 document)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Nm∏

n=1

P (Wm,n|φzm,n)P (Zm,n|θm)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

word plate

·P (θm;α) ·P (Φ; β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
topic plate

(B.1)

whereΦ = {φk}Kk=1 is a (K×V ) matrix, and V is the size of the vocabulary. The unknown
distributions in (B.1) can be estimated using many different methods. We refer to Larsen
and Thorsrud (2019) or Thorsrud (2018) for a more thorough technical description of how
the LDA is implemented here, but note that symmetric Dirichlet priors are used for α and
β which are defined as a function of the number of topics and unique words: α = 50/K
and β = 200/N . These values are in essence the same as advocated by Griffiths and
Steyvers (2004).
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Appendix C Predictive models

The LASSO augments the standard linear regression model with a penalization term on
the absolute value of the coefficients (Tibshirani, 1996). This introduces sparsity since
some coefficients will be set equal to zero. Accordingly, the LASSO performs both variable
selection and regularization of the parameters, and thus works in high-dimensional settings
as here.

Formally, the LASSO solves the penalized least squares problem

β̂ = argmin
β

1

T − p+ 1
∥y −Xβ∥22 + λ ∥β∥1 , (C.1)

where λ ≥ 0 is the penalty parameter deciding the amount of regularization, y =
(yp+h, . . . , yT+h)

′ is a (T − p+ 1)× 1 vector of the response variable and

X =




xp,1 xp−1,1 . . . x1,1 . . . xp,N xp−1,N . . . x1,N
xp+1,1 xp,1 . . . x2,1 . . . xp+1,N xp,N . . . x2,N

...
. . .

xT,1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . xT−1,N . . . xT,N


 (C.2)

is a (T − p+1)× pN matrix of predictors h periods lagged behind y where p denotes the
number of lags of the predictors and h denotes the forecast horizon. Following common
practice, we use 5-fold cross validation and mean squared error (MSE) loss to tune the reg-
ularization parameter (λ), and all variables in (C.1) are standardized prior to estimation
to make estimation invariant to scale.

The RF is an ensemble method proposed by Breiman (2001). The RF method builds
on regression trees, but reduces the variance of single regression trees by combining them
using bootstrap aggregation (bagging) when forming predictions. Conceptually, a re-
gression tree is a non-parametric model that estimates an unknown non-linear function
of covariates to form a prediction by recursively partioning the covariate space (Breiman
et al., 1984). Thus, the RF method can handle both high-dimensional predictive problems
as well as incorporate non-linear relationships.

More formally, and following Hastie et al. (2001), a regression tree recursively applies
binary partitions on the predictor space. The predictors and the splitting points s are
chosen at each step of the algorithm to minimize the sum of squares. The binary partition
gives the following two half-planes

R1(j, s) = {xt|xtj ≤ s} and R2(j, s) = {xt|xtj > s}, (C.3)

where j and s are chosen subject to

min
j,s

[
min
c1

∑

xt∈R1(j,s)

(yt − c1)
2 +min

c2

∑

xt∈R2(j,s)

(yt − c2)
2
]
, (C.4)

and the solution to the inner minimization problem is

ĉ1 = ave(yt|xt ∈ R1(j, s)) and ĉ2 = ave(yt|xt ∈ R2(j, s)). (C.5)

Hence, by applying a “greedy” approach, looping through all the j predictors and potential
splitting points s, minimization of (C.4) is obtained.
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A downside with regression trees is that they can easily be grown too big and thus over-
fit the data in sample. This naturally degrades their out-of-sample predictive performance.
For this reason, the RF combines many individual regression trees using bagging together
with the random subspace method, and works in the following way. First, the dataset is
split into B bootstrap samples with the same length as the original dataset (bagging),
and only a random subset of m < j predictors are considered (random subspace). Next,
a regression tree is fit on this dataset. Aggregation is done by averaging the predictions
from all the B trees grown. A nice feature of this approach is that in each bootstrap
sample a natural candidate for validation sample exists, namely the observations not used
in the bootstrap sample. This is called the out-of-bag-sample. Accordingly, all the trees
are grown to minimize the prediction error in these samples, reducing the over-fit problem
associated with using only one (big) regression tree. Following conventional practice, we
set B = 500 and consider 1/3 of the predictors in each bootstrap sample.

Finally, the factor augmented MIDAS builds on a simple Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) of the predictor set, and then uses the estimated factors as predictors in (??).
The factors are obtained from the minimization problem

min
F,Λ

V (Λ,F) s.t. N−1Λ′Λ = I and ΣF diagonal, (C.6)

where F and Λ contain the factors and factor loadings, respectively, and V (Λ,F) =
1
NT

∑T
t=1(Xt−ΛFt)

′(Xt−ΛFt). Thus, as the number of factors is much smaller than the
number of predictors in Xt, the usage of the factor-augmented approach offers substantial
dimension reduction and facilitates estimating (1) using OLS.
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Appendix D Additional results
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Figure D.1. Optimal combination, root mean squared errors and weights. The evaluation sample is
2002Q1-2020Q1. In column two of the figure the optimal combination and the best performing hard-
based models are compared across forecasting horizons and months. The bar plot reports differences in
forecasting performance calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color
shadings illustrate 99%, 95% and 90% confidence bands.
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Figure D.2. Variable combination and root mean squared errors. The evaluation sample is 2002Q1-
2020Q1. In column two of the figure the best variable combination and the best performing hard-based
models are compared across forecasting horizons and months. In column three of the figure the best
variable combination and the optimal combination model is compared across forecasting horizons and
months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance calculated using the Diebold-Mariano
test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%, 95% and 90% confidence bands.
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Investment and top 10 predictors Predictor importance distributions
Rnk Type Group Name

1 Hard Labor market All Employees: Goods-Producing Industries
2 Hard Labor market Avg Weekly Hours : Manufacturing
3 Hard Labor market All Employees: Durable goods
4 Hard Labor market All Employees: Wholesale Trade
5 Hard Labor market Avg Weekly Hours : Goods-Producing
6 Hard Labor market All Employees: Total nonfarm
7 Hard Labor market All Employees: Manufacturing
8 Hard Int. and exch. 3-Month Commercial Paper Minus FEDFUNDS
9 Hard Retail and cons. Total Business Inventories
10 Hard Output and inc. IP: Durable Materials

GDP and top 10 predictors Predictor importance distributions
Rnk Type Group Name

1 Hard Labor market All Employees: Retail Trade
2 Hard Labor market All Employees: Total nonfarm
3 News Bond market Topic49: Bond market
4 Hard Output and inc. IP: Durable Materials
5 Hard Labor market All Employees: Service-Providing Industries
6 News Personal finance Topic0: Personal finance & Over
7 Hard Labor market All Employees: Goods-Producing Industries
8 Hard Labor market All Employees: Financial Activities
9 Hard Labor market All Employees: Construction
10 Hard Labor market Help-Wanted Index for United States

Figure D.3. GM-RF and predictor importance for Investment and GDP. The table reports the top 10
most important predictors on average across the sample. The histogram reports the empirical distribution
of the average predictor importance statistics.
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Figure D.4. Rolling estimation window. Root mean squared errors, cumulative squared prediction
error differences and nowcasting. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. In columns two and three
of the figure the best performing news- and hard-based models, evaluated ex-post, are compared across
forecasting horizons and months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance calculated
using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%, 95% and
90% confidence bands. In the CSPED graphs, an upward slope means that the hard economic data
outperforms the news data. The nowcast plots display the % improvement in RMSE throughout the
quarter for the best performing models, evaluated ex-post.
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Figure D.5. First release. Root mean squared errors, cumulative squared prediction error differences
and nowcasting. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. In columns two and three of the figure the best
performing news- and hard-based models, evaluated ex-post, are compared across forecasting horizons
and months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance calculated using the Diebold-
Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%, 95% and 90% confidence
bands. In the CSPED graphs, an upward slope means that the hard economic data outperforms the
news data. The nowcast plots display the % improvement in RMSE throughout the quarter for the best
performing models, evaluated ex-post.
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Figure D.6. Second release. Root mean squared errors, cumulative squared prediction error differences
and nowcasting. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. In columns two and three of the figure the best
performing news- and hard-based models, evaluated ex-post, are compared across forecasting horizons
and months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance calculated using the Diebold-
Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%, 95% and 90% confidence
bands. In the CSPED graphs, an upward slope means that the hard economic data outperforms the
news data. The nowcast plots display the % improvement in RMSE throughout the quarter for the best
performing models, evaluated ex-post.
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Figure D.7. Topics estimated on the full sample. Root mean squared errors, cumulative squared
prediction error differences and nowcasting. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. In columns two
and three of the figure the best performing news- and hard-based models, evaluated ex-post, are compared
across forecasting horizons and months. The bar plot reports differences in forecasting performance
calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). Color shadings illustrate 99%,
95% and 90% confidence bands. In the CSPED graphs, an upward slope means that the hard economic
data outperforms the news data, while the gray band is the equivalent of 90% two-sided levels, based on
the Diebold-Mariano test statistic. The nowcast plots display the % improvement in RMSE throughout
the quarter for the best performing models, evaluated ex-post.
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Consumption Investment GDP

Figure D.8. Ex-post best news forecasts from the model where topics are estimated only up to 1995Q4
and where they are estimated on the full sample. The graphs compare nowcasting performance (H0)
and predictions produced in M3 are used. An upward slope means that the topics estimated on the full
sample outperforms the topics estimated on the intitial sample, while the gray band is the equivalent of
90% two-sided levels, based on the Diebold-Mariano test statistic.

Table D.1. Relative RMSE scores. The best hard-based models are compared to an auto-regressive
model (AR), a constant growth rate model (RW) and the SPF. The lag order in the AR is chosen (in
real-time) using the BIC. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. A value less than 1 indicates that the
best hard-based model has the lowest RMSE. Significant differences in forecasting performance (marked
in gray) are calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). *, **, and ***
denote the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level, respectively.

H0 H1 H2
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

Consumption
AR 0.94 0.85** 0.77*** 0.95* 0.98 0.96 0.97*** 0.93*** 0.92***
RW 0.86 0.82*** 0.41 0.87 0.94 0.51 0.90* 0.86 0.51
SPF 1.29** 1.13 1.03 1.22 1.22 1.21 1.17** 1.14* 1.13*

Investment
AR 0.87 0.85 0.75** 0.90 0.93 0.84 0.99 1.01 0.95
RW 0.70* 0.72* 0.59** 0.73 0.78 0.66* 0.72* 0.78 0.68**
SPF 1.43** 1.32** 1.24** 1.42** 1.37** 1.31** 1.38*** 1.36*** 1.28**

GDP
AR 0.98 1.01 0.90** 0.99 1.02 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.98
RW 0.80* 0.89 0.59 0.82* 0.91 0.63 0.80** 0.87 0.62
SPF 1.39** 1.40** 1.30* 1.32** 1.32** 1.29** 1.16* 1.16* 1.15*

Table D.2. Relative RMSE scores. The optimal combination strategy is compared to an equal and
inverse-MSE weighting scheme. The evaluation sample is 2002Q1-2020Q1. A value less than 1 indicates
that the optimal combination strategy has the lowest RMSE. Significant differences in forecasting per-
formance (marked in gray) are calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995).
*, **, and *** denote the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level, respectively.

H0 H1 H2
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

Consumption
Equal weights 0.93** 0.91 0.87** 0.95* 0.93** 0.88 0.98 0.96* 0.96
MSE weights 0.94** 0.92 0.90** 0.95* 0.93** 0.90 0.98 0.96* 0.97

Investment
Equal weights 1.00 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.97 1.01 1.00 1.02
MSE weights 1.00 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.02

GDP
Equal weights 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.95* 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.96
MSE weights 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.95* 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98
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Table D.3. Relative RMSE scores. The best news model with frequencies is compared to the best news
model with only tone and tone interacted with frequencies. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. A
value less than 1 indicates that the model with frequencies has the lowest RMSE. Significant differences
in forecasting performance (marked in gray) are calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and
Mariano, 1995). *, **, and *** denote the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level, respectively.

H0 H1 H2
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

Consumption
Tone 0.90*** 0.90*** 0.90** 0.91*** 0.90*** 0.89*** 0.96* 0.93** 0.93**
Tone adjusted 0.94*** 0.95** 0.95* 0.95** 0.94*** 0.93*** 0.98 0.96* 0.96

Investment
Tone 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01
Tone adjusted 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.01 1.03 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.01

GDP
Tone 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.01
Tone adjusted 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.02

Table D.4. Relative RMSE scores. The best news model with 80 topics is compared to the best news
model with 40 and 120 topics. The evaluation sample is 1996Q1-2020Q1. A value less than 1 indicates
that the model with 80 topics has the lowest RMSE. Significant differences in forecasting performance
(marked in gray) are calculated using the Diebold-Mariano test (Diebold and Mariano, 1995). *, **, and
*** denote the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance level, respectively.

H0 H1 H2
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3

Consumption
40 topics 0.96** 0.96** 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.96* 0.99
120 topics 0.96** 0.95** 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.96 1.00 0.97* 0.98

Investment
40 topics 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.06** 1.00 1.01 1.03
120 topics 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.04** 0.99 1.00 1.05

GDP
40 topics 1.02 1.02 1.02 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.01
120 topics 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00
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